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Handbells Etc.

Greetings to All!
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We are so excited about the handbell happenings this fall. We are looking forward
to following up our well received Boot Camps of last fall with a “Reboot” camp
in Edmonton and Calgary in September and October!  
Classic Bronze 2015 with Fred Gramann was a great success and we are
delighted to announce that Dr. Bill Payn will direct Classic Bronze in 2017.
Handbell Discovery, the annual ALGEHR will be held in Three Hills and of
course there is the International Handbell Symposium in Vancouver 2016 to look
forward to.
Handbells etc. continues to work hard to meet your handbell needs and we
appreciate your support. Please let us know how we can be of help to you. Call or
email us for all your handbell needs!
		
Susan Galloway and Camille Ream
Need a clinician or adjudicator?
If you are looking for a clinician or adjudicator for an upcoming workshop
or festival, give us a call! We would also be interested in coming to your
rehearsal, to work with your choirs. We would be happy to help with your
event. (Fees to be discussed.)

Servicing, Polishing and Maintenance
Want your bells or chimes serviced? Handbells etc. are happy to do this for you!
Imagine how wonderful it would be for choirs to ring on polished and serviced
handbells and chimes. Please give us a call and we can give you a quote!
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Handbell “REBOOT” Camps
LOCATION: Edmonton and Calgary
Further information in the image below.
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SEPTEMBER 26/ OCTOBER 24, 2015

Upcoming Handbell Events
OCTOBER 16, 17, (18 optional), 2015
MUSIC EXTRAVAGANZA - BELLS & BEYOND
(ALGEHR’s Annual Handbell Discovery)

LOCATION: Three Hills – a progressive community that enjoys the
beauty of rural Alberta blended with many amenities of urban living.
VENUE: MOUNT OLIVE EVANGELICAL FREE CHURCH
705 – 6 Avenue South
http://www.algehr.org/music-extravaganza-discovery-2015
To become a ALGEHR member and to register for Handbell Discovery,
go to www.algehr.org
	
  

July 26-30, 2016
17th INTERNATIONAL HANDBELL SYMPOSIUM
LOCATION: Vancouver, Canada

http://www.ihs2016vancouver.ca
Registration is open!
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Classic Bronze 2015 with Fred Gramann
“Camille’s Perspective”

Classic Bronze, an advanced massed ringing event, was held in St.
Albert, from Wednesday afternoon, July 1 through Saturday, July
4 culminating in final concert. The venue this year was St. Albert
United Church with resident Kathie Zalasky taking the site lead to
ensure that we had what we needed to make the event successful.
Classic Bronze started as a dream many years back with discussions
between Susan Galloway, John Hooper and myself. The inaugural event,
held in 2007, was organized by a group of keen individuals and directed
by John. Classic Bronze is the only advanced ringing event in Canada.
For this event, ringers need to send the application form and the
reference form which attests to the ringer’s skill and musicianship.
Ringers receive their music and assignments well ahead of the
event and are expected to come prepared with their music learned
so that the focus can be on the musicality, not just on the notes.
Classic Bronze 2015 featured advanced level 3/4/5 music under the
direction of Fred Gramann from Paris, France. We were indeed extremely
fortunate that Fred accepted our invitation to direct our event this year.
Ringers came from British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan
and Ontario this year as well as from across the United States
and even one from Singapore! The repertoire had a great variety
including original, classical, spiritual, Christmas and pop music.
We rehearsed in four days a total of 24.75 hours (with a few breaks!)
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and then performed the final concert. I got to ring in the low bass in
the back row this year with Camille Langston on low bass chimes,
Linda Stockl and Janet Nordstrand. Linda took the lead and organized
the assignments carefully so that we did not have to weave eighth
notes with the twos! I love ringing in the bass with Linda – she keeps
me well organized and as long as I do what she assigns to me, all
the bass bells are covered. I have no idea how many hours of score
study she does to ensure that every note is played in the bass!
This year, we were extremely thankful that Rad and Patty
Yates brought their fourth and fifth octaves of Malmark bass
aluminum bells so that we had two full sets in the bass.
In addition to the fantastic bass section ☺, we had 3 full
choirs to cover the middle three octaves as well as the upper
fourth and fifth octaves. We can’t forget the little tiny sixth
and seventh upper treble bells that were rung as well!
As part of the organizing team, we were very pleased with the
preparedness that the ringers came with to the first rehearsal
on July 1. Edmonton area ringers met twice to rehearse the
music to ensure that the first night rehearsal would go well and
Fred wouldn’t be tempted to fly back to Paris right away!
St. Albert United Church was a wonderful location. In addition
to having most of our meals on site, we also took a little time off
on Saturday morning to attend their huge Farmers’ Market.
Classic Bronze will take a break in 2016 for ringers to attend the
International Symposium in Vancouver and will reconvene Classic
Bronze in 2017 with Dr. William Payn. We are extremely honored
and excited to have Dr. William Payn as the guest
clinician in Edmonton for Classic Bronze 2017. Dr.
Payn has achieved prominence as a both a conductor
and composer. Anyone who has had the opportunity
to work with Dr. Payn have had an amazing
experience. One Handbell Musicians of America
member states that Bill Payn has “calm, quiet
conducting-easy and free in motion and conveying
no tension to the ringers, a caring attitude for each
person in the group, and an insistence on the very
best participation from each person in the choir-never
accepting second best. He has a winning combination
of intelligence, confidence, knowing the music well,
and bringing forth the best from his students.”
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Music Preview Option
We continue to offer our music preview option. It has helped many of
you choose the most appropriate music for your handbell or choirchime®
program. Call us with information about your choir and what kind of music
you are looking for and we will choose some music that we think will suit
your needs. We will send music for you to preview. We request that you
return the music as soon as possible so that others may preview them. When
you have made your choices, please call us or email us and we will process
your order.
How Do I Get More Music Out of My Ringers?
The art of handbell ringing has come a long way since Handbells etc started in
business more than 20 years ago. Ringers no longer are satisfied with just getting
the right notes. We now strive for dynamics, phrasing and proper techniques. We
want ringers to move to the music, smile and look at the director as well! We
have handbell choirs in schools and communities and not just in churches. We
have choirs as well as quartets, duets and solo ringers. This is all very exciting to
think of how far we have come with ringing handbells. The music has changed
from chordal in structure to the melody moving throughout all parts of the choir
and the accompaniment being full of variations and techniques. This is an
exciting time in the handbell world! You can even get your smart phone to ring
like a handbell!
In the midst of all this excitement, we need to move back to basics. How does
the bell actually ring and how do we get the best music out of it? The bells need
to be set right for the clapper to hit the bell so the ringer can do it with ease and
grace. The ringer can then easily get a piano or forte with the bell. If the ringer
is having to use too much force to make a sound, then the bell is not set right.
The back ring of the clapper must be set so that the ringer does not need to worry
about additional sounds when marting, ringing or ring touches. The ringer needs
to be able to ring the bell without a death grip and or an aggressive motion (like a
fly swat).
Once you know the bells are set right, then you can look at their techniques.
Where is their start position? The clapper needs to be back in the bell when
the ringer is in a ready position. If it is forward, the bell will not ring and the
ringer will make adjustments in his or her ringing so that the sound they make is
aggressive and not musical. Have them take a breath (like a singer) before they
start ringing – you will find that they are much more together. Remember as a
director, you need to breathe as well!
The next thing to consider is their circles. The sound of the bell carries much
better if the bells is moving. Try ringing with no movement, then add a circle.
You and your ringers will be amazed at the difference in sound....more next time!
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Susan Galloway has served
as clinician for workshops
across Canada and also in
Colorado. Susan has directed
with Edmonton Public Schools
as well as both community
and church choirs. She is
currently ringing in the
auditioned community choir
JUBILOSO! Bells of Concordia
and is the director for the
bell choir at Sherwood Park
United Church. Susan is
the Western Canada Sales
Representative for Malmark
Handbells and Choirchimes®.

Camille Ream has served as
clinician for workshops across
Canada and also in Colorado.
She is currently ringing in the
auditioned community choir
JUBILOSO! She is the director
of the handbell program at
First United Church in Fort
Saskatchewan, Alberta.

Handbell Music Reviews
September 2015
Handbells etc.
Submitted by Camille Ream
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www.handbellsetc.ab.ca

Email Us!
Camille Ream
camille@handbellsetc.ab.ca

Susan Galloway
susan@handbellsetc.ab.ca

Seek Ye First
Arr. Wagner
345 octaves
Level 2

This music will be featured at Handbell Discovery in Alberta this fall. It
is an older publication but definitely worthwhile bringing out again.
Wagner combines familiar Pachelbel canon tune with the music to Seek
Ye First. The music flows easily with no tempo or key changes.

Handbells etc.
was established
in Edmonton,
Alberta in February
1994 and serves
Handbell Directors
and Ringers across
Canada. We strive Shenandoah
to fulfil all of your Arr. Krug
345 optional Choirchimes®
handbell needs.

	
  

Level 2+

Looking for something to round out your repertoire this year? This American folk tune
is familiar to all! The music flows out like a river in the arrangement. The addition of
Choirchimes® really helps to bring out the melody with the flowing accompaniement.

Angels from the Realms
Arr. Dobrinski
3456 octaves
Level 3-

This is a fun arrangement of the well known carol – each verse is in Dobrinski style
where each features a different technique or style. A very showy piece of music that
is definitely a crowd pleaser!
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Handbell Music Reviews
(continued)

definitely agree that Christmas is the
most wonderful time of the year!

Away in a Manger

Arr. Raney
345 octaves opt Choirchimes®, piano,
flute, violins and cellos (synth strings)
Level 3-

Love Came Down at Christmas
Arr. Moklebust
34567 octaves opt Chimetree
and finger cymbals
Level 4

I think that I love all of Joel Raney’s
music! In this arrangement he has
added some playful parts with “out
of the box” harmonies. The music
is filled with childlike wonder about
the miracle of Christ’s birth. It can
stand alone but the addition of
instruments really help it come alive!

This is a wonderful ethereal
arrangement of the Irish tune Gartan
and Holst’s melody Cranhan (In the
Bleak the Midwinter) is from Raleigh
Ringers advanced music series.
Ringers will need to have their
eyes on the director at all times so
that the nuances of the musicality
of this music can be brought out
through discreet tempo and dynamic
changes that Moklebust has included
in this fantastic arrangement.

Lord, I Lift Your Name on High

Arr. Sherman
3456 octaves opt SATB and Choirchimes®
Level 2+
This is a piece that will be featured at
Handbell Discovery in Alberta this fall.
At that provincial event, there will SATB
choir and Choirchimes. It can also be a
stand alone piece. This popular Christian
music will work well at any worship setting
and will definitely get your congregation
moving to the beat of the music!

11245 – 12 Ave NW
Edmonton, Alberta
T6J6V6
1-800-578-BELL
(780) 437-9096

It’s the Most Wonderful
Time of the Year
Arr. Tucker
3456 octaves

camille@handbellsetc.ab.ca

This is a fun arrangement of this popular
Christmas tune. I love the additional
rhythm that Tucker adds and the marts
that she adds to the end of phrases!
This will make you want to waltz, skate
or just sway to the music as you ring
or listen to it. Some people think that
summer is the most wonderful time of
the year – when you hear this, you will

susan@handbellsetc.ab.ca
www.handbellsetc.ab.ca
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